RECARO Specialist
Sleek styling, craftsmanship and performance

The RECARO Specialist seat is a perfect blend of sleek styling, craftsmanship and performance. The Specialist is hand made
by RECARO craftsman delivering unmatched quality. The seat provides RECARO world-renowned ergonomics. With the
Specialist seat you can achieve the distinct interior look you want while taking a huge leap forward in comfort and performance
from many stock automotive seats.

Find us on:

www.recaro-automotive.com

RECARO Specialist S
RECARO Ergonomics:
Each RECARO seat is designed to support the natural S curve of the spine.
The human body isn’t designed for long periods of sitting. RECARO seats
are designed to align the spinal cord in its most natural and healthy
position.

Specialist S Seat Cushion

Intergrated Lumbar System:
A pre-formed curved backrest offers superior lumbar support. The
Specialist will feel as good to sit in as it looks.
Low PrPGJMF #Bck and 5IJHI#PMTters:
Driving in a RECARO seat isn’t all about correct sitting, it’s about
performance too. The mildly pronounced back and thigh bolsters will hold
you in place while driving but maintain a luxury feel of the seat.
4MJN4FBU$VTIJPO#PMTUFST
Mild thigh bolsters gives the support needed
for aggressive driving without hindering easy vehicle entry.

RECARO Specialist S

Manual Seat Adjustment:
Manually adjustable forward and rearward seat adjustment. Right and left
side manual seat back releases.
Adjustable Head Rest:
The headrest of the seat can be adjusted up, down as well as tilting forward
to comfortably support your head and neck.

Specialist M Seat Cushion

%VBM.BOVBM4FBU#Bck Release:
Moves the backrest forward for easy access to the rear seat compartment.
Specialist M Model:
The Specialist is also available in the M model. The Specialist M model includes each of the premium
features offered on the Specialist S. However the seat cushion on the Specialist M is also equipped
with thigh extension and a flat seat cushion.

RECARO Specialist M

Optional manually adjustable lumbar available
Optional armrests available
All mounting hardware sold separately
Mounting hardware varies based on the vehicle the seat
will be installed
Check with your dealer / installer for fitment and necessary
mounting hardware for your vehicle application

Dimensions in mm

